The Missouri PPE Marketplace is on DED’s website.

It is not limited to only medical entities. Our intent is to match anyone in need of PPE to connect directly with vendors.
This is for sellers of PPE and Missouri Businesses or Health Care Providers needing to purchase PPE

Email Authentication for anyone wanting to buy or sell within the system. They will click on the Blue Link to register.
Health Care Registration form.

Once a person is registered they will use the Login page. Notice the Disclaimer at the bottom.
List of Supplies we are capturing. They must put in their total amount on hand, amount to be purchased, and status of supply. Sellers have a similar view but put in item, delivery date, terms of payment, and if it is FDA Approved.
Current list of supplies available for buyers to search

Supplier Information

Title: Face shields
Unit Price: 5
Available Count: 1000
Earliest Delivery Date: Apr 21, 2020
Payment Terms: Upfront
Company Name: Laird Plastics
Website: https://www.northamericanplastics.com
Contact Person: Jake Auinbuh
Contact Person Email: jauinbuh@lairdplastics.com
Contact Person Phone Number: 314-785-0091

When buyers role over the “i” they get the above screen to see the direct supplier information. Buyers can also search by price, delivery date, or by item.
This is a shot of someone searching for masks only.